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EDITORS’ NOTE

After much ado the fourth edition of the little purple journal has
arrived. Once again it includes articles which discuss varying areas of
law, written by students from all levels of academia. As in each of the
previous editions we are pleased to report that we received excellent
articles from a number of first year undergraduate students and take
particular delight in the publication of Joel Modiri’s submission
entitled Race and Racialism. 

For the first time we have included an article from the opposite
end of the spectrum, that being the work of a highly recognised legal
academic writer, Professor Karin Van Marle, as a featured article. I
would like to thank her for her submission and for the assistance she
has provided to the editorial board.

The 2010 editorial board is also the first not to include any of the
founding editors. Each year the journal which they started in 2007 has
experienced growth in its circulation, as well an increase in the
number and quality of the submissions received. I think it is
appropriate to thank, Gus Waschefort, Johan Spies, Avani Singh and
Jonathan Swanepoel for their role in establishing this journal. I
further add that the PSLR editorial board eagerly carries on in their
footsteps. 

I would also like to thank my fellow editors for their assistance
with the publication of this edition, in particular Jared Luke Schultz
and Ulrich Fobian who arranged for the final compilation and
publication of this edition. As well as Ashlin Perumal for the front
cover.

Furthermore special thanks are due to Elzet Hurter, Professor
Anton Kok, Lizette Besaans and the Heads Of Departments at the
University of Pretoria Faculty of Law without whom administrative
issues and the peer review process would not have been possible and,
more importantly, this publication would never have succeeded in
reaching print.

If interested in publishing your work with the PSLR please email
the editorial board at pslr@up.ac.za; we are also available to answer
any questions you may have from the same email address.  

Ian Learmonth
Editor in chief


